On behalf of

helping to build a safer scotland

NEXT STEPS

SPS helps to protect the public and reduce re-offending through the delivery
of safe and secure custodial services that empower offenders to take
responsibility and to fulfill their potential. It is SPS’s intention to build a new
prison which can provide suitable modern accommodation for the people
of the Highlands and Islands and Moray areas, keeping them closer to their
families and their communities.

Why is there a lack of detail on proposed buildings?
Planning permission in principle is intended to
establish the principle of development on the site. A
supportive planning decision is likely to be subject
to a number of conditions which would require the
council’s subsequent approval of design detail which
may include for example; layout, design, external
appearance, access, landscaping where possible
potential environmental impacts have been identified.

The existing prison has been criticised for overcrowding and a lack of facilities
in various reports by Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons for Scotland and
the characteristics of the existing prison site do not support redevelopment
alongside normal prison operations. The aim is that the new prison facility
will address these issues and create a HMP Highland fit to serve the areas
of the Highlands, Islands and Moray.

February 2017

March 2017

• Proposal of Application Notice lodged
with The Highland Council

• Pre-Application Consultation takes
place

why Inverness?
The Scottish Prison Service recognises that children and families are hugely
motivating factors that can influence behaviour change and is committed to
working with families, community and voluntary sector partners in order to
maintain meaningful family contact throughout a period of imprisonment. We
want to strengthen the relationship between the SPS and families affected
by imprisonment to ensure that both prisoner and family receive the best
possible support during this difficult time.

May/June 2017

The current prison in Inverness serves the Highlands and Islands, which
represents a large and diverse catchment area of rural and urban
communities. To help encourage family visits and family contact, the prison
location needs to encourage, ease and facilitate the sometimes lengthy
journeys made by family members. Inverness, as the capital and heart of
the Highlands, is perfectly located and provides a transportation hub for all
movements in, around and through the Highlands.

+ 4 Months

October 2017

• Application lodged with The Highland
Council

• Application considered
• Opportunity for public to comment

• Planning Officer completes report and
makes recommendation
• Application goes to the South Planning
Applications Committee

• Decision is issued
Decision

SPS’s intention is to retain a facility
within the Inverness City area

HMP Inverness

What happens after today?
Following today’s event, the team will be reviewing feedback and continue working up a proposed design for the facility.
A Pre-Application Consultation report will accompany the application pack. There are feedback forms available - please
complete one today or take it with you and email/post it back to us before the deadline of Friday 14th April 2017.
Please note that comments provided at and in response to the PAC event are not formal representations to the proposals.
An opportunity to make formal representations to the proposals will be available on submission of the application.
These representations should be made directly to The Highland Council.

When will the application be lodged?
The Planning Application is expected to be lodged late May/early June 2017. Between now and then we will be busy
reviewing feedback and preparing supporting information which will all form part of the Planning Application Pack.
The Council will assess the Application and consult with relevant consultees on the proposals. There will be a period
of typically 21 days within which members of the public can submit to the Council notes of objection or support for the
proposals. We hope that you will lodge comments in support of the aims of the Scottish Prison Service to create a new
fit for purpose facility for the Highlands, Islands and Moray here in Inverness.
As a ‘Major’ application the Council have four months to make a decision on the application. Therefore, a decision is
expected in autumn 2017.
Thank you for your time today. Please remember to complete a feedback form or take one away with you.

UNLOCKING POTENTIAL
TRANSFORMING LIVES

